EMBRACING THE LIGHT
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My Beloved children,

sweetness that is your authentic self.

“It is with great joy that I greet you this
day, as I wish to share with you a special message from my very heart to your
heart. As we discussed last month, you
are in the midst of great change on your
sweet planet. These changes you have
chosen, prayed for, planned for and have
been preparing for. It is a time of great
celebration as you climb the stairway of
freedom, to be, to do and live as you desire.

You might ask, how may we feel peace
dear Mother, how may we embrace the
light, when we have struggles in our lives
and at times it seems so hopeless for us?
How may we know the truth and not be
afraid of what seems like the unknown?

My answer to you dear ones is to center yourself in your heart. As you become
accustomed to feeling this connection,
you will feel drawn to further discoveries
of what you heart has to offer you in the
It is also a time to embrace the light as it ways of guidance and instruction.
shines ever so brightly, reflecting more of
the divine truth of you and of all that is. This is a gift, a tool, a blessing that is
To ride the waves of the many changes, available for each of you. It has been
by flowing with it, embracing the light, al- perhaps forgotten by many and now we
lowing it to open your heart to come into are in great celebration for it truly is the
greater awareness of the truth, and re- time to remember this blessing.
leasing the ropes of resistance, makes it In truth you have never been separate
possible for your ride to be enjoyed and from your heart, as it sings to you and
to be experienced in greater harmony.
radiates the love that flows to you always
and in all ways. In a moment of forgetting,
Imagine if you will, the heavens open- it may have not been recognized as the
ing up with messages that speak to your loving guiding presence that has been
very heart. Your heart knows the divine and always will guide and direct you on
truth of you and of the plans that are in your life’s journey. It is now time to replace. Trust your heart and allow yourself member this sacred part of yourself and
to feel the loving guidance that is offered to use it to bless yourself, to rise above
to you.
what has been perceived as realities of
less, into the realms of your heart that
Your heart knows the grace and the joy you have dreamed and been preparing
of your divine nature. It also knows of for. Within the heart there are no limitayour great desire to remember the truth tions, only authentic truth of your divinity,
of yourself. Your heart has been actively the essence of your sacred forever lightlighting pathways leading you to greater ness of spirit and truth.
awareness, to be able to recognize the
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Remembering yourself is a journey of the
heart that is filled with the great wonder of
discovery of your very truth of self, your
purpose and why you choose to experience such a magnificent adventure. Living life on a world of polarity, duality has
offered some challenges and many gifts
as well. For in overcoming the challenges on the way to remembering yourself,
you have perhaps a deeper understanding of who you are by knowing what you
are not.

as you remember more of yourself, you
are empowered to direct your life to the
avenues of gold that you have dreamed
about.

As you continue on your life journey, I offer
my loving assistance. You may call upon
me to help you to remember, to know the
peace and joy that is your divine birthright. When you place your hand on your
heart, you may think “Mothers love” and
feel my loving embrace surround you.
You are never alone and never have
We are a family of lightness, which is been by Beloveds of heart for we are alalways expanding, growing, developing ways connected.
and becoming more. The journey you
have been experiencing and express- I sing to you always, I breathe with you
ing here in Earth has been a part of the always, I hold you in my heart always,
Grand Plan of the journey of lives. You in the Heart of the One, for we are one
are in truth great masters on the path family of light, in heart always. Dance in
to remembering that truth and exploring the light of your heart through the many
what that means and the many ways you changes and shifts, opening up to the
can express and experience.
brilliance that shines ever so brightly
upon you, within you and through you.
When you desire to be Heart Centered,
a simple way to feel the connection to Be in heart and know your joyfulness, for
heart is to place your hand on your heart you are the delight of my heart now and
and breathe slowly and calmly. This will always.
bring your focus to your heart center and
allow you to feel the love that is radiating Chanulanaha, from my sacred heart to
from that sacred place. This sweet love your heart, remember who you are my
is flowing perpetually to you. If you like, beloveds, You are light, You are love.”
you may think or say the sacred mantra
Chanulanaha while doing this as it will With great love,
open you up to greater understanding Your Beloved Mother
and awareness.

As a Gift I am offering you a Free
Tele- Class, “Your Radiant Heart”.
Open up your heart to receive and embrace the light. Experience healing of
your heart wounds, broken relationships,
grief, feelings of separation, and a release of blocks to being open to giving
and receiving love, to living in joy and
attracting divine ideal relationships.
Deepen your heart connection, by aligning and attuning your frequencies to
accept and understand in greater awareness the messages of your heart, allowing you to more easily follow the source
of wisdom that is guiding you. Being
centered in your heart is the greatest of
joy.
Note: Register by subscribing by
email at: www.sunshineinyourheart.com

Jan Diana is
an intuitive
healer, spiritual
teacher, and
master
practitioner.
Her mission is
to assist clients
and students
in creating harmony, balance,
heightened levels of clarity, develop innate gifts and abilities,
empowering them on their personal
evolution to create the dreams of their
heart. She utilizes several modalities
including SVH L3M, Animal healing,
GHM, Language of love, Reiki Master,
and more.

Sessions and Classes by phone. If you
have questions or would like to set up a
(if the time is not convenient, register to session, you can reach her at website
receive the recording when available) www.sunshineinyourheart.com
For information about the mantra Cha- or by email
nulanaha, refer to my article, “Language sunsinyourheart@aol.com
of Love, Ancient keys of promise that
can unlock your potential” in the June
2013 issue of Eden Magazine or at
http://www.sunshineinyourheart.com/
free_telecasts.html

The desired goal is to be in synchronicity with your heart, your authentic self.
To remember, align and attune with that
sacred song, the sweetness of love, for
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